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Live Demo
PROBLEM
SOLUTION

Kauai, Hawaii

Enjoy both the Pacific Ocean and the greenest mountains on this natural Hawaiian paradise.

Crash at the Beach Hostel

Snorkel Tunnels Reef

See beautiful coral, sea turtles and tropical fish in this reef just off of Tunnels Beach on the north shore of the island.
Heuristic Evaluation
1. User Freedom and Control
Heuristic Evaluation Feedback

2. Visibility of System Status
3. Recognition Rather than Recall
Heuristic Evaluation Feedback

4. Visibility of System Status
Heuristic Evaluation Feedback

5. Recognition Rather than Recall
Prototype
Prototype Implementation Status

JavaScript Framework Meteor

Mongo Database

iOS Simulator
Prototype Implementation Status

Task One: Browse Destinations

- Destination Content
- Destination View Template
- Trip Details View Template
- Swiping Gesture
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Challenges Implementing Task One

- Meteor has much less documentation
- JQuery mobile package for swipe gesture
- Aesthetic: image stretching, icons, animations
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Whats Next

- Filtering
- Wishlists
- More content
prototype